
Young people often get a bad rap. 
Many adults believe they are only 
concerned about social media and 

trivial things. Then, every so often, you hear 
a story like that of Param Jaggi, who invented 
the Algae Mobile device at the age of 16. His 
creation converts carbon dioxide emissions 
from vehicles into oxygen. How about that? 

Young people like Param remind us that 
today’s impossibilities just need a fresh set 
of eyes and an opportunity. In essence, 
that’s why Mountain Parks Electric supports 
local schools and provides college and 
vocational/technical scholarships. 

One such extraordinary individual, East 
Grand High School’s Aida Hester, wrote this 
winning essay for MPE’s Washington D.C. 
Youth Tour contest:

RURAL ELECTRICITY: CONSISTENCY AND 
CHANGE
Almost a century ago, the way citizens 
of rural, mountainous areas of northern 
Colorado lived was drastically different from 
anything experienced today. Water had to 
be hauled to the house from wells and then 
painstakingly heated over a fire. 

The long winter nights, lasting almost 14 
hours some times of the year, were only lit 
by flickering candles and kerosene lamps. 
In these harsh areas where temperatures 
could reach 50 degrees below zero, days 
were spent chopping and hauling firewood 
in order to keep houses warm enough for  
survival. Food had to be preserved or it 

would spoil in days. Life was difficult, cold 
and dark.

Then something came along that 
brightened and warmed the lives of those 
determined people living in the rural 
Colorado counties of Jackson 
and Grand. It allowed them 
to work even when the sun 
was down, allowing for a 
greater household income. 
Refrigerators and freezers 
enabled food to be kept 
fresh for previously unheard 
of amounts of time. Running 
water and water heaters made 
cooking and bathing infinitely 
easier. Although expensive and relatively 
unreliable, electricity greatly improved the 
quality of life for those who had endured 
such difficulties for generations in ways that 
many of us today cannot even imagine. 

In the beginning, diesel-powered 
generators provided power to those who 
could afford it, but as the technology 
improved, a need arose for more widespread  
delivery of this miracle of electricity to 
a greater portion of the population. In  
response to this, Mountain Parks Electric 
emerged in Grand and Jackson counties. 
This group served to provide power to those 
without and to make electricity affordable 
for all. They worked with federal and state 
governments to receive the money needed 
to stretch lines into even the most remote  

parts of these mountain communities. MPE 
had seen the way that electricity changed 
lives for the better and wanted to make it 
accessible to all.  

Fast forward to the 21st century 
and the mission of MPE remains, 

for the most part, the same. 
Providing electricity at 
affordable prices to all 
in Grand and Jackson 
counties continues to 
be its main goal, but 

it has also expanded 
to become an integral 

part of these communities. 
Through scholarships, grant 

opportunities and involvement in schools, 
MPE has proved itself to be a true asset 
to the people. It continues to strive to 
improve lives in myriad ways, proving just 
how central electric companies are to 
communities. When MPE was first founded, 
it focused mainly on the issue of generating 
and distributing electricity. Today, concerns 
over climate change have pushed it to invest 
more in clean energy opportunities and into 
education of the general public. Its energy-
saving initiatives and support for electric 
vehicles have really shown that MPE can keep 
up with ever-changing times and adapt to 
fit the needs of the population. It truly is a 
testament to the impact that a nonprofit 
organization can have on the community 
that it serves.

Aida Hester

MARK JOHNSTON

Most of the things worth doing in the world had been 
declared impossible before they were done. 

— Louis D. Brandeis

UNDERSTANDING THE PAST  
TO FORGE A NEW FUTURE
BY MARK JOHNSTON GENERAL MANAGER
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WINTER PARK SKI RESORT 
MAKES CHARGING EVs EASIER

On January 12, Mountain Parks Electric and its power supplier, Tri-State Generation 
and Transmission, presented Winter Park Resort with a check to help cover 
installation costs of 14 new electric vehicle chargers. Tri-State provided project 

funding to support and expand EV use in the region. MPE facilitated project planning 
and coordination. The new chargers are located at the indoor Village Parking Garage (six  
chargers) and the outdoor B Lot (eight chargers).

“This project will benefit all MPE consumers, not just out-of-town skiers,” said MPE 
General Manager Mark Johnston. “Increased sales help us keep electricity affordable. And 
our power supply is becoming cleaner and cleaner.”  

Right now, the electricity that MPE delivers to consumers is approximately 35% 
renewable. It will be 50% renewable in two years, and is on pace to be more than 70% 
renewable by 2030. A portion of that renewable energy is generated locally, predominantly 
at MPE’s 1-megawatt Fraser solar array, at the Granby Dam (hydroelectric power), and at 
its 1-megawatt Walden solar array.

Currently, more than 100 MPE consumers with local primary residences own EVs. 
Statewide, approximately 50,000 EVs are now registered.

“Since the ski resort chargers were energized in January, skiers have been plugging 
in,” Johnston reported. “And we expect their usage to increase over time as major car 
manufacturers expand electric driving options.”

MPE and Tri-State G&T representatives attend Winter Park Resorts EV charger ribbon-cutting event.

DON’T FORGET 
TO CLAIM THESE 
ENERGY-RELATED 
TAX CREDITS ON 
YOUR IRS RETURN

This year’s deadline for filing your 
federal taxes is Monday, April 18. Don’t 
forget to claim these valuable energy-
related tax credits this year if you qualify. 
Before filing your annual taxes, always 
consult a certified tax preparer.

• Air-source heat pumps (Energy  
Star-certified), up to $300

• Electric heat pump water heater,  
up to $300

• Insulation upgrades, 10% of the cost, 
up to $500

• Energy Star-certified windows, doors 
and skylights, 10% of the cost up to 
$500 (windows capped at $200)

• Solar panels, 26% of the cost

• Solar water heaters, 26% of the cost

• EV chargers, 30% of the cost, up  
to $1,000  

• Plug-in electric vehicle, up to $7,500 
(also check Colorado state tax credit, 
up to $2,500)

Terms & Conditions Apply

SCAN THE QR CODE WITH YOUR SMARTPHONE 
CAMERA FOR MORE DETAILS

Consult a tax professional for more information.

BY 
STACIE DELLAMANO 
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Robert Weida - ACCT 1030959

Coffee Toast! with Granby-ites Jeremy & Ed at Rocky Mountain Roastery. This 
winter, to engage its consumers, MPE hosted three coffee and snow blower 
giveaway events at local coffee shops.
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SPRING CLEANING SAVINGS       
Energy-Saving Tips

A fridge can be an energy hog. Make sure it is not by:

• Using a duster or vacuum hose to remove dust  
and dirt from the coils.

• Throwing out old food and unused items.

• Keeping it at two-thirds full (don’t overload)  
for optimal air circulation.

WAYS TO SAVE
BY LINDSAY MCCANN  
MEMBER SERVICE SPECIALIST

FIND OUT MORE AT 
MPEI.COM

PROPANE HEATING  
COSTS TOO HIGH? 

 
 
 

Install an electric heat pump with our  
Electrify Everything program. For more details,  

visit mpei.com/electrify-everything-program  
or call (970) 887-3378, EXT 6. 

 
 
 

OFFERING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR HEAT PUMPS, 
COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGERS, INSULATION 

UPGRADES, AND COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL SOLAR.  
1-2% INTEREST OVER 10 YEARS.

PET OF THE MONTH

WINNIE 
Winnie is a 5-year-old adopted Australian Shepherd who is quickly 

becoming a mountain dog. She came to us very skittish but is 
adjusting nicely. Her favorite activities are hiking long trails, daily 

trick-or-treating for treats in the neighborhood, playing in the snow 
and picking strawberries. None of the strawberries make it into the 

bowl. Owners: Mark & Janet Line

Email your pet photos and pet bio to rtaylor@mpei.com

Find Your Name Win $5
If you find your name in this magazine, contact 
Mountain Parks Electric to receive a $5 credit 
on your power bill. Winners must contact MPE 
within one month of the date of issue.

Sonia Chavez, ACCT - 947005328
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BY CHRIS MICHALOWSKI POWER USE ADVISOR

WGSD Electric School Bus: One Year On the Road

I n March 2021, West Grand School District became the first moun-
tain community in Colorado to put an electric bus into service. 
With steep roads, significant snowpack and frigid temperatures, 

many wondered how the bus would handle the conditions. One 
year later, Bethany Aurin, WGSD transportation director, checked 
in after a minus 20 degree morning, reporting, “The bus performed 
really well; cabin stayed toasty, ran great the entire route.” 

WGSD’s Blue Bird electric bus primarily operates on the Gore 
Pass route, traveling approximately 80 miles per day. Electric buses 
are well suited for such routes — those with predictable distances 
and schedules. For now, battery range prevents it from traveling to 
distant athletic events. However, this limitation is compensated for 
in better overall performance versus diesel buses. 

Aurin assigned the electric bus to the steep and twisty Gore Pass 
because it has three times the torque of diesel buses. That means 
better uphill acceleration. And according to Aurin, its “regenerative 
braking when going downhill provides great traction and has better 
handling on snowy roads.”

Another positive feature of the electric bus is the total lack of 
emissions. Diesel buses are idled to keep their cabins warm while 
waiting to pick up students. “It’s really smelly and you can see the 
exhaust gathering around the pickup area,” Aurin said. “I can run 
the heater on the electric bus; it’s toasty warm for the students and 
we are not polluting.” Mountain Parks Electric’s power supply 
will be 50% renewable in two years and 70% renewable by 2030, 
meaning the bus gets greener and greener as time goes on. 

To date, the electric bus is operating at 16 cents per mile. A compa-
rable diesel bus in the WGSD fleet operated at 43 cents per mile. The 
math is simple: the school district is saving approximately 63% on 
fuel costs with the electric bus, plus additional maintenance savings. 

However, being on the cutting edge of technology has not been 
without hiccups. While the bus sat over the summer, the small 

12-volt battery died, and the bus would not start. That battery, they 
learned, powers the “brain” for the entire bus and is always drawing 
power. Blue Bird advised plugging it into a trickle charger if the bus 
is not going to be driven for 30 days or longer. The bus was also out 
of service for a few days after the main circuit board on the charger 
malfunctioned. The school district is now considering purchasing 
a backup charger. 

Despite these challenges, Aurin considers the district’s high-
tech bus a success and has begun the process of seeking funding for 
more of them. At a recent meeting with 10 other Colorado school 
transportation directors, she said everyone agreed that electric is 
the way to go.

West Grand School District students prefer the zero emissions electric 
school bus. 

 Jesse Bollinger - ACCT 1028114

CONNECT WITH MPE

WEBSITE
mpei.com

FACEBOOK
@MountainParksElectric

TWITTER
@MtnParksElec

INSTAGRAM
@MountainParksElectric

SPRING 
FORWARD

Daylight Saving 
Time begins 

March 13.
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